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Abstract

A process-based model integrating the effects of UV-B radiation through epi-

dermis, cellular DNA, and its consequences to the leaf expansion was developed

from key parameters in the published literature. Enhanced UV-B radiation-

induced DNA damage significantly delayed cell division, resulting in significant

reductions in leaf growth and development. Ambient UV-B radiation-induced

DNA damage significantly reduced the leaf growth of species with high relative

epidermal absorbance at longer wavelengths and average/low pyrimidine cyclob-

utane dimers (CPD) photorepair rates. Leaf expansion was highly dependent on

the number of CPD present in the DNA, as a result of UV-B radiation dose,

quantitative and qualitative absorptive properties of epidermal pigments, and

repair mechanisms. Formation of pyrimidine-pyrimidone (6-4) photoproducts

(6-4PP) has no effect on the leaf expansion. Repair mechanisms could not

solely prevent the UV-B radiation interference with the cell division. Avoidance

or effective shielding by increased or modified qualitative epidermal absorp-

tance was required. Sustained increased UV-B radiation levels are more detri-

mental than short, high doses of UV-B radiation. The combination of low

temperature and increased UV-B radiation was more significant in the level of

UV-B radiation-induced damage than UV-B radiation alone. Slow-growing

leaves were more affected by increased UV-B radiation than fast-growing leaves.

Introduction

Ultraviolet (UV) radiation has been a natural environ-

mental stress factor for organisms since the pre-Cambrian

era (Lowry et al. 1980; Rettberg et al. 1998; Cockell and

Horneck 2001). Ultraviolet radiation induces injury to

DNA, causes DNA mutations, inhibits photosynthetic

processes, impairs membrane function, and can cause

lethal cell damage (Sancar and Sancar 1988; Britt 1996;

Taylor et al. 1997; Rozema et al. 1999; Weber 2005). In

addition to such direct UV-induced damage, DNA muta-

tions may have been the catalysts for phylogenetic diver-

sity through accelerated selection and evolution (Sagan

1973; Cockell 2000) and, as a result, be, at least partly,

responsible for the success of terrestrial plant species

(Lowry et al. 1980; Stafford 1991; Rozema et al. 1999).

Current stratospheric ozone depletion and the poten-

tial-associated UV-B radiation increase can significantly

affect terrestrial plant species (Searles et al. 2001; Day and

Neale 2002), and these changes may be amplified across

higher ecological scales and trophic levels (Caldwell et al.

1998; van der Leun et al., 1998, Warren et al. 2002). Fur-

thermore, stratospheric ozone depletion and global warm-

ing may be producing significant changes in both surface

and stratospheric climate (Hartmann et al. 2000; United

Nations Environment Programme EEAP 2012). Thus,

understanding how different levels of UV radiation envi-

ronment of Earth affect terrestrial communities is impor-

tant in predicting how the current stratospheric ozone

depletion may affect life on Earth and may interact with

climate changes toward rapid global change. Also, it may

provide insights into the UV radiation contribution as a

selection agent throughout the evolutionary history of

Earth.

Yet, experimental research on UV radiation effects on

organisms has been mostly limited to individual and
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subindividual plant levels. This is largely due to the

technical difficulties in simulating an enhanced UV-B

radiation regime at the scales required for higher ecologi-

cal-level experiments (DeLucia et al. 2001). A modeling

research approach, which integrates and scales the effects

of enhanced UV-B radiation on terrestrial plant commu-

nities, was therefore used to understand plant response

mechanisms to UV-B radiation and their broader conse-

quences, identify the processes insufficiently addressed by

past research, as well as to investigate hypotheses that

were untestable by experimental research.

We modeled the pathway of UV-B radiation in leaf, its

qualitative and quantitative attenuation in epidermis, its

effects upon plant DNA, cellular responses to DNA

injury, and their potential consequences on leaf growth

and development. Our primary hypothesis was that

enhanced solar UV-B radiation-induced DNA damage sig-

nificantly reduces leaf growth and development. Damage

to DNA above ambient levels might delay cell division

until the injury is repaired, or might delay cell expansion

(Srivastava 2002; Lo et al. 2005; De Lima-Bessa et al.

2008; Hectors et al. 2010). Delays in cell division and

expansion during leaf expansion and possible cell apopto-

sis might lead to modifications in leaf morphology, such

as decreased leaf size, or even premature leaf senescence.

These processes can significantly reduce the photosyn-

thetic capacity of leaves, with consequences upon

whole plant growth and development (Rozema et al. 1997;

Caldwell et al. 1998; Milchunas et al. 2004).

Although there is considerable research regarding the

effects of UV-B radiation on concentration of flavonoids

and related phenolics compounds, UV-B induced DNA

injuries, and the effects of UV-B radiation on leaf mor-

phology, our model integrated these processes and

showed how changes in molecular and cellular processes

can result in whole organ changes. We were able to exam-

ine a variety of questions that were difficult to approach

through experimental research, including the following:

(1) Are long, sustained increased UV-B radiation levels

more detrimental than short, high doses of UV-B radia-

tion? (2) Are fast-growing leaves more adaptive than

slow-growing leaves? (3) Are different relative absorption

spectra of flavonoids and related phenolics compounds

responsible for the observed physiology of the leaf? (4)

How important is DNA repair in leaf development? and

(5) Is there an interaction between temperature and

UV-B radiation-induced effects?

Model Framework

The model is comprised of four major components: UV-

B radiation, leaf optical properties, DNA damage and

repair mechanisms, and leaf cell division and expansion.

The dose rate of UV-B radiation is a fundamental com-

ponent of the model, as it influences the quantity of epi-

dermal pigments, their absorption spectra, and the

quantity and quality of damaging radiation reaching the

DNA.

Once incident on the leaf, the UV-B radiation pathway

into the leaf is determined by the leaf optical properties

(reflectance, absorptance, and transmittance). Most plant

species exhibit low levels of UV-B leaf surface reflectance

(5–6%), although some species can reflect up to 70%

(Gausman et al. 1975; Robberecht and Caldwell 1978;

Robberecht et al. 1980). Generally, 85–95% of the UV-B

radiation is absorbed by the leaf, and the remaining

UV-B radiation is transmitted (Gausman et al. 1975; Rob-

berecht and Caldwell 1978; Robberecht et al. 1980; Bieza

and Lois 2001). Pigments, primarily flavonoids, isoflavo-

noids, sinapate esters, flavons, and anthocyanins, are the

most important leaf constituents that absorb UV-B radia-

tion (Robberecht and Caldwell 1978; Robberecht et al.

1980; Koes et al. 1994; Dixon and Paiva 1995; Winkel-

Shirley 2002). Increases in UV-B radiation generally stim-

ulate the production of secondary metabolites and result

in changes in epidermal absorption (Schmelzer et al.

1988; Li et al. 1993; Koes et al. 1994; Dixon and Paiva

1995; Winkel-Shirley 2002). The relative changes in the

quantity and quality of secondary metabolites vary with

species (Li et al. 1993; Dixon and Paiva 1995; Chalker-

Scott 1999). Regardless of the compounds and amounts

produced, their relative absorption spectra follow three

general patterns (Sisson 1981; Schmelzer et al. 1988; Day

et al. 1994; Lavola et al. 1997; Qi et al. 2003). Most ever-

green species, deciduous trees, shrubs, and vines show a

maximum absorption at shorter wavelength (280 nm)

and lower relative absorption at longer UV-B radiation

wavelengths. Most grasses and herbaceous plants show

minimum absorption at shorter wavelengths and greater

relative absorption at longer UV-B radiation wavelengths.

The major DNA lesions induced by UV-B radiation

include pyrimidine cyclobutane dimers (CPD) and pyrim-

idine-pyrimidone (6-4) photoproducts (6-4PP) (Sancar

and Sancar 1988; Britt 1996; Taylor et al. 1997; Weber

2005). Low UV-B radiation doses induce CPD to 6-4PP

ratio of approximately 9:1, while very high UV-B radia-

tion doses result in 6:4 ratios (Sancar 2003). Photoprod-

ucts are reversed through photorepair and nucleotide

excision repair (NER) or dark repair. The CPD photoly-

ase and 6-4PP photolyase bind to the DNA injury and

reverse the damage using 350–450 nm light as energy

source (Sancar 2003; Weber 2005). The 6-4PP photore-

pair is more efficient than CPD photorepair (Chen et al.

1994; Jiang et al. 1997). But, the CPD photolyase
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quantum yields are higher than those of 6-4 photolyase

(Sancar 2003). Nucleotide excision repair (NER) is an

ATP-dependent, complex repair pathway, involved in the

removal of a variety of bulky DNA lesions including

CPDs and 6-4PPs. NER repair of 6-4PPs is 9.5–10.7 faster

than NER repair of CPDs (Sancar 2003; Lo et al. 2005;

De Lima-Bessa et al. 2008).

Induction and repair mechanisms rates are temperature

dependent. Photoproducts induction rates at 0°C are the

lowest, increase with temperature, and stabilize or decline

above 30°C (Takeuchi et al. 1996; Li et al. 2002; Water-

worth et al. 2002). The photoproducts repair rates are

also temperature dependent: negligible at 0°C, increase

with temperature, and remain steady or decline above

30°C (Takeuchi et al. 1996; Li et al. 2002; Waterworth

et al. 2002). But, the potential accumulation of photo-

products in plants growing in low-temperature environ-

ments as a result of low rate of UV-B radiation

photoproducts induction and negligible repair rates might

be mediated by a low-temperature stimulation of screen-

ing compounds production (Bilger et al. 2007).

Small unrepaired CPDs and 6-4PPs numbers arrest the

cell cycle to allow effective repair, while major damage

can induce apoptosis (Lo et al. 2005). Unrepaired 6-4PPs

trigger apoptosis, whereas unrepaired CPDs rather induce

cell cycle arrest (Lo et al. 2005). In NER-deficient cells,

both CPDs and 6-4PPs lead to apoptosis, while in

NER-proficient cells, CPDs were solely responsible for

apoptosis as 6-4PPs were rapidly repaired by NER (De

Lima-Bessa et al. 2008). However, either DNA lesions, if

unrepaired after 24 h, lead to apoptosis at noncumulative

rates (Lo et al. 2005; De Lima-Bessa et al. 2008). Apopto-

sis triggering by UV-B radiation-induced lesions is

delayed minimum 8-16 h, probably to allow time for

damage removal (Lo et al. 2005; De Lima-Bessa et al.

2008). While these results were recorded for human cells,

it is plausible that similar mechanisms may also regulate

plant cells life cycles.

Enhanced UV-B radiation has been shown to induce

smaller leaves in many plant species (Teramura et al.

1991; Gonz�alez et al. 1998), as a result of decreased leaf

growth rates mainly during the day period (Hopkins et al.

2002). The leaf growth process is driven initially by active

cell division, followed by cell expansion and differentia-

tion, and leaf maturity (Beemster et al. 2005). Ultraviolet

radiation may inhibit cell division (Gonz�alez et al. 1998;

Rousseaux et al. 2004), cell expansion (Wargent et al.

2009b; Hectors et al. 2010), or both (Hopkins et al. 2002;

Hofmann et al. 2003; Wargent et al. 2009b). While the

connection between UV-B radiation, induction of DNA

damage, and cell cycle arrest or apoptosis seems clear

(Britt 1996; Lo et al. 2005; Weber 2005; De Lima-Bessa

et al. 2008), the mechanisms of UV-B radiation-induced

reduced cell expansion rates are less understood (Hectors

et al. 2010). While DNA is a key receptor of UV-B radia-

tion, several plant stress signaling components (e.g.,

NADPH oxidase-derived reactive oxygen species, jasmonic

acid, nitric oxide, mitogen-activated protein kinases) may

be affected by enhanced UV-B radiation, with possible

inhibitory effects on leaf expansion (Wargent et al. 2009a;

Ballare et al. 2011). Ultraviolet-B-specific signaling pro-

teins (e.g., as UVR8) have been shown to regulate gene

activity responsible for secondary metabolites production

and photorepair of DNA lesions (Brown et al. 2005;

Ballare et al. 2011). For example, in Arabidopsis thaliana,

UVR8 is involved in leaf growth and photomorphogenesis

by controlling leaf cell expansion, but it has no effect on

cell division (Wargent et al. 2009a). Primary literature

presenting these effects were discussed in previous papers

(Wargent et al. 2009a,b; Ballare et al. 2011).

Our research modeled these processes for a hypotheti-

cal generalized leaf (a simple, planophyllic, glabrous,

green plant leaf) and integrated the effects of UV-B radia-

tion on DNA and the consequences on the leaf expansion

over one growing season. This generalized leaf allowed us

to model the influence of UV-B radiation under a variety

of scenarios, including variations in leaf characteristics,

UV-B irradiance, and repair mechanisms.

Model Architecture

Our model simulated the leaf optical properties (reflec-

tance, absorptance, and transmittance) under various lev-

els of UV-B irradiation, the absorptance of epidermal

secondary metabolites, the UV-B radiation targeting of

signaling proteins and their photomorphogenic effects on

cell expansion, the UV-B radiation induction of DNA

injuries, their repair through UVA/PAR or ATP-catalyzed

repair mechanisms, their consequences on leaf cell cycle,

and leaf expansion (Fig. 1). A complete presentation of

the mathematical model and parameters estimation is

presented in the supporting information file.

The model was created in Vensim modeling software

(Systems 2009). Data compilation, preparation, and

analysis were performed in various programs such as

Microsoft Access, Excel, and R-language (Team RDC

2010).

The models were verified for consistency and units, for

correctness of the mathematics, and for accuracy of the

conceptual logic (Rykiel 1996), and calibrated and vali-

dated (Shugart 1984; Rykiel 1996; Gardner and Urban

2003). Prior to this, sensitivity analysis procedure was

performed (Plentinger and Penning De Vries 1996; Rykiel

1996; Aber et al. 2003).
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Model Analysis

Sensitivity analysis

The ranges derived for the major model parameters were

used for the allowable limits used in the model sensitivity

analysis and calibration. The following parameters were

tested: leaf optical properties (kR, and kT), CPD induction

(kA,DNA,CPD and kc), CPD/6-4PP photorepair and dark repair

(a and rmax), CPD/6-4PP levels over which cell division is

delayed (kcdd), and duration of the cell division delay (tcdd).

The relative maximum number of CPDs and 6-4PPs during

the leaf growing period and the relative mature leaf area

were measured across the tested model parameters (Fig. 7).

Our results show that the number of CPDs during the

leaf growing period is sensitive to the amount of UV-B

radiation reaching the DNA, the rate of CPD induction,

and CPD photorepair and dark repair rate multipliers.

The number of 6-4PPs during the leaf growing period is

sensitive to the amount of UV-B radiation reaching the

DNA, the rate of 6-4PPs induction, and 6-4PP photore-

pair and dark repair rate multipliers. The CPD and 6-4PP

in DNA do not reach the levels corresponding to the

maximum CPDs and 6-4PPs photorepair and dark repair

rates, for either UV-B radiation dose. Leaf area is sensible

only to changes in CPDs levels. The 6-4PPs do not reach

any levels that can influence leaf growth and expansion.

Also, it is sensible to the CPD level at which cell division

is delayed.

DNA lesions induction rate is the most influential fac-

tor, and it is responsible for the highest variation in CPDs

and 6-4PPs numbers, and relative leaf area. Repair of

CPDs is less influential on the model, while the model is

resistant to changes in 6-4PPs concentrations.

Calibration and validation

Because the diversity of experiments used to infer the

parameter values prevented a species-specific calibration

and validation, the model was calibrated by trial-and-

error adjustment of the most sensitive parameters. Data

collected for rice species were used for the evaluation of

the CPD induction and repair rates (Quaite et al. 1994;

Kang et al. 1998; Hidema et al. 2001, 2007; Iwamatsu

et al. 2008). Field-grown rice showed concentrations of

3-6 CPDs Mb�1 during the day, if grown under ambient

UV-B conditions and higher values under UV-B supple-

mentation (Hidema et al. 2000, 2001). Moreover, rice cul-

tivars seem to show decreases of about 50% decrease in

dry weight under increased UV-B radiation exposure (Hi-

dema et al. 2001; Iwamatsu et al. 2008), depending on

the effectiveness of their CPD repair mechanisms. For the

calibration purposes, we considered these values to be

equivalent to roughly 50% decrease in leaf area.

As validation, we considered that the model should

show the general trends observed in previous experiments.

First, leaves of many tree species do not have significantly

smaller leaf size at higher UV-B radiation doses. Second,
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Figure 1. UV-B radiation is reflected,

absorbed, or transmitted through the leaf.

Most of the absorbed UV-B radiation is

retained by epidermal secondary metabolites.

Production of secondary metabolites is

stimulated by increased UV-B radiation.

Remaining absorbed UV-B radiation induces

DNA injuries, which are repaired through UVA/

PAR or ATP-catalyzed repair mechanisms, or

targets signaling proteins with

photomorphogenic effects on cell expansion.

Medium to high DNA injuries levels can arrest

cell cycle or trigger apoptosis. Acronyms used

in the figure: Pyrimidines (Pyr), Thymine (T),

Cytosine (C), Cyclobutane pyrimidine dimmers

(CPDs), Pyrimidine-pyrimidone (6-4)

photoproducts (6-4PPs), Ultraviolet-A radiation

(UVA), Photosynthetically Active Region (PAR),

Adenosine Triphosphate (ATP).
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different combinations of repair rates should result in

decreases about 20–90% dry weight (or approximate 20–
90% leaf area) when plants are exposed to no UV-B and

to 3.6 KJ m�2 h�1 (Iwamatsu et al. 2008).

The parameter estimates following the model calibra-

tion are presented in Table 1. For the CPD/6-4PP levels

over which cell division is delayed, we choose, instead of

a singular value, a range of 5 to 14 CPD/6-4PP. For

CPD/6-4PP values smaller or equal than 5 CPD/6-4PP,

the cell division is not delayed; for values above 14 CPD/

6-4PP, cell division is 100 percent delayed; and for values

between 5 and 14 CPD/6-4PP, cell division is proportion-

ally delayed. The value of the supplemental UV-B radia-

tion absorbed by epidermal pigments, when exposed to

increased UV-B radiation (k�A;SM), was more difficult to

estimate. The range of the values was inferred from a

range of experimental designs (Tevini et al. 1981, 1982,

1983; Li et al. 1993; Liu et al. 1995; Vandestaaij et al.

1995; Day and Demchik 1996; Sheahan 1996; Bornman

et al. 1997; Olsson et al. 1998; Meijkamp et al. 1999; De

La Rosa et al. 2001; Kolb et al. 2001; Tegelberg et al.

2003). Epidermal pigment content was compared between

plants grown with no UV-B radiation exposure and under

various UV-B radiation doses. Moreover, solar UV-B

radiation might have a greater influence on the epidermal

pigments content than the increased UV-B radiation

(Ryan et al. 1998, 2002). As the range is too wide, study

conditions were too diverse, and extrapolation of rates

from one range of UV-B radiation doses to a different

one is problematic, we considered for this model that the

epidermal UV-B absorptance is constant (0.94) for any

level of UV-B irradiance. We recognize that this value

might lead to imprecise model predictions especially at

increased UV-B radiation levels. Rather than addressing a

particular species, our model examined the patterns com-

mon in most species.

The parameter values resulting in the best fit for the

models are presented in Table 1. Supplemental model cal-

ibration, optimization, and testing can be readily per-

formed as more comprehensive experimental data become

available.

Results

In addition to model analysis simulations, the following

scenarios were considered: increased UV-B radiation in

combination with different epidermal absorption spectra

and CPD repair rates; increased UV-B radiation dose con-

centrated spread over the leaf expansion period or con-

centrated in 1, 2, or 3 days; leaves growing in different

periods of the growing season under increased UV-B

radiation; leaves growing under three temperature regimes

under increased UV-B radiation; and slow-, medium-,

and fast-growing leaves under increased UV-B radiation

regime.

The sensitivity analysis showed that the number of 6-

4PP induced by UV-B radiation (at either ambient or

increased levels) is never high enough to interfere with

the leaf growth and development. Also, photorepair of

the DNA lesions is never saturated and the differences

between the UV-B resistant and sensitive species seem to

be in the rate of repair. Increased UV-B radiation does

not induce sustained levels of DNA lesions to actually

trigger apoptosis in leaf cells. The model was very sensi-

tive to the number of CPD that actually induces cell divi-

sion delays. In our model, we simulated a range that

satisfied the calibration and validation requirements.

DNA lesions induction rate was the most influential fac-

tor, and it was responsible for the highest variation in

CPDs and 6-4PPs numbers, and relative leaf area. Repair

of CPDs was less influential on the model, while the

model was resistant to changes in 6-4PPs concentrations

(Fig. 2).

Combinations of UV-B radiation doses, epidermal

absorptance spectra, and CPD repair rates simulations

indicate that plants with relative high epidermal absorp-

tance at short UV-B radiation wavelengths were mostly

unaffected by UV-B radiation increases (Fig. 3). Only

plants with deficient photorepair rates exhibited relative

leaf area losses at increased UV-B radiation. Plants with

relatively high epidermal absorptance at long UV-B radia-

tion wavelengths were the most sensible to increases in

UV-B radiation (Fig. 3), while plants with equal epider-

mal absorptance across wavelengths exhibited intermedi-

ary patterns (Fig. 3).

When we compared the effect of sustained UV-B radia-

tion increases with short-term increased UV-B bursts, we

found that sustained increased UV-B radiation had a

higher effect on the final leaf area (Fig. 4). The 1-day sin-

gle dose was the only one that induced a large enough

number of CPDs to trigger apoptosis. Also, leaves grow-

ing in mid-summer were more affected by increased

UV-B radiation than leaves growing in the beginning of

the growing season (Fig. 5).

Low temperature had an effect on leaf growth, espe-

cially when plants were exposed to increased UV-B radia-

tion. Leaves grown at ambient and high temperatures

reached similar relative leaf areas (Fig. 6). Also, slow-

growing leaves exhibited the lowest relative leaf area when

exposed to increased UV-B radiation (Fig. 7).

Discussion

Our model simulations showed that UV-B radiation does

not induce enough 6-4PPs to interfere directly with the

leaf growth and development. This is due to a lower
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6-4PP induction rate (Sancar 2003) than for CPD, but

also higher photorepair and dark repair (Sancar 2003; Lo

et al. 2005; De Lima-Bessa et al. 2008). As 6-4PPs are

more readily to trigger apoptosis than CPDs (Lo et al.

2005), a significant finding was that that 6-4PPs might

not interfere directly with the leaf growth and develop-

ment, although they may influence mutagenesis and pre-

mature cellular aging (Britt 1996).

Table 1. Summary of the model parameters estimators.

Parameter Definition Unit Range

Assigned

values1

Leaf optical properties

1 kR Total solar UV-B radiation incident on the leaf reflected

multiplier

% 0.05–0.7 0.05

2 kT Total solar UV-B radiation incident on the leaf transmitted

multiplier

% 0.01–0.1 0.05

3 kA, SM UV-B radiation absorbed by pigments multiplier % 0.94 0.94

4 k�A;SM Supplemental increased UV-B radiation absorbed by

pigments multiplier

% kJ m�2 d�1 �0.2 to 1 0.94

CPD/6-4PP induction

5 kA, DNA, CPD UV-B radiation reaching the DNA - CPD frequency

conversion factor

CPD Mb�1 kJ�1 m2 h 5–74 15

6 kA, DNA, 6-4PP UV-B radiation reaching the DNA – 6-4PP frequency

conversion factor

6-4PP Mb�1 kJ�1 m2 h 0.11–0.67 CPD

7 kc Correction factor multiplier due to differences in epidermal

absorption spectra

% 0.3–1.7 0.65–1.35

CPD photorepair2

8 a CPD photorepair rate multiplier CPD Mb�1 h�1 0.3–0.7

9 rmax Maximum rate of CPD photorepair CPD Mb�1 h�1 70–150

10 ks Enzyme saturation point CPD Mb�1 300

11 ka The level of DNA damage that causes instant cellular

apoptosis

CPD Mb�1 500

CPD dark repair2

12 a CPD dark repair rate multiplier CPD Mb�1 h�1 0.1–0.3

13 rmax Maximum rate of CPD dark repair CPD Mb�1 h�1 5–7.5

6-4PP photorepair2

14 a 6-4PP photorepair rate multiplier 6-4PP Mb�1 h�1 0.5–0.9

15 rmax Maximum rate of 6-4PP photorepair 6-4PP Mb�1 h�1 70–150

6-4PP dark repair2

16 a 6-4PP dark repair rate multiplier 6-4PP Mb�1 h�1 0.9

17 rmax Maximum rate of 6-4PP dark repair 6-4PP Mb�1 h�1 8–14

Temperature dependence of CPD induction|6-4PP induction| CPD repair|6-4PP repair mechanisms

18 b°C,0 Regression equation coefficient % 0.58|0.57|0.12|0.12

19 b°C,1 Regression equation coefficient %°C�1 0.023|0.021|0.066|0.044

20 b°C,2 Regression equation coefficient %°C�2 �0.0004|�0.0002|�
0.0014|�0.0006

Leaf growth (fast/medium/slow)3

21 tb,g Time of the beginning of growth h Anytime in growing

season

22 tm,g Time of inflection h (te,g � tb,g)/2

23 te,g Time of cessation of growth h tb,g + 168|360|720

Percent of apoptotic cells dependence on the quantity of DNA lesions

24 ba,1 Regression equation coefficient % CPD�1 0.13

25 ba,2 Regression equation coefficient % 6-4PP�1 1.09

26 kcdd CPD/6-4PP levels over which cell division is delayed CPD/6-4PP 6–12 5–14

27 kcdd Duration of the cell division delay h 8–16 16

1Where appropriate.
2ks and ka have identical values for all repair processes.
3leaf senescence coefficients were chosen to model identical trends as leaf growth processes and timed for the ending of the growing season

considered.
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The amount of CPD in DNA appeared to be a signifi-

cant factor for the leaf growth. The number of CPDs is

controlled by the quality and quantity of UV-B radiation

reaching the DNA (thus, by the absorptance properties

on the epidermal secondary metabolites) and by the CPD

photorepair and dark repair rates. Regardless of these

rates, the model showed that the repair processes do not

reach saturation and, given enough time, could repair any

amount of damage. While the sustained increased UV-B

radiation may be successfully mediated, depending on the

epidermal absorptance properties and the rates of repair,

occasional extremely high UV-B radiation bursts can be

mediated successfully by the repair mechanisms, regard-

less of their rates.

Moreover, the model showed that increased UV-B radi-

ation did not result in immediate apoptosis of the leaf

cells. This simulation does not imply that increased UV-B

radiation is instantly lethal to the leaf, but that DNA

repair processes were well equipped to handle a severe

radiation stress. If the leaf cells are instantaneously apop-

totic when exposed to severely high UV-B radiation

doses, the mechanisms that induce their death do not

Figure 2. Sensitivity analysis: The relative maximum number of CPDs

and 6-4PPs during the leaf growing period and the relative mature

leaf area were measured across the leaf optical properties (kR, and

kT), CPD induction (kA, DNA, CPD and kc), CPD/6-4PP photorepair and

dark repair (a and rmax), CPD/6-4PP levels over which cell division is

delayed (kcdd), and duration of the cell division delay (tcdd).

Figure 3. Effect of increased UV-B radiation (ambient and double the

UV-B radiation), in combination with relative epidermal absorptance

(relative high absorptance at low UV-B radiation wavelengths) (1 and

2), equal absorptance at all UV-B radiation wavelengths (3 and 4),

relative high absorptance at low UV-B radiation wavelengths (5 and

6), and CPD repair rates combinations (no CPD inhibition of leaf

growth (solid line), high photorepair and high dark repair rates (long

dash), high photorepair rate – low dark repair rate (medium dash),

average photorepair and dark repair rates (short dash), low

photorepair rate – high dark repair rate (dotted line), and low

photorepair and dark repair rates (dash-dotted line) on relative leaf

area).

Figure 4. The effect of 100% increased UV-B radiation: spread along

the leaf growth period (solid line), in 1-day dose (long dash), in

2 days dose (medium dash), and in 3 days dose (short dash). The

simulations were performed for plants with average rates of CPD

repairs and equal epidermal absorptance across UV-B radiation

wavelengths. Note that the data for 1, 2, and 3 days UV-B radiation

doses plots are overlapping until the application of the treatment (in

day 18) and became a solid line on the graph.

Figure 5. The effect of timing on leaf growth: relative leaf area for

leaves growing in May (solid line), June (long dash), July (medium

dash), and August dose (short dash), under ambient UV-B and double

UV-B. The simulations were performed for plants with average rates

of CPD repairs and equal epidermal absorptance across UV-B

radiation wavelengths.
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seem to be related directly to amount of DNA lesions

induced.

Model simulations of increased UV-B radiation in

combination with different combinations of the qualita-

tive epidermal absorptance and repair rates (Fig. 3)

explained why many tree species show little or no signifi-

cant decreases in leaf size when grown with increased

UV-B radiation (Fig. 3.2). Only when coupled with low

rates of photorepair, the effects of increased UV-B radia-

tion were highly significant. However, species that exhibit

relatively higher absorptance at the long UV-B radiation

wavelengths (e.g., most grasses) seem to be more suscepti-

ble to UV-B radiation-induced leaf reduction (Figs 3, 5

and 7). This confirms previous experimental results that

show monocots exhibiting higher sensitivity to increased

UV-B radiation than dicots (Barnes et al. 1990). As we

simulated equal quantitative epidermal absorptance for all

scenarios (Fig. 3), the modeled results suggested different

plant strategies in dealing with increased UV-B radiation.

For example, trees, with leaves present over the entire

growing season, seem to have developed UV-B radiation

resistance by qualitative changes in epidermal absorptance

(i.e., reducing the effective UV-B radiation reaching the

DNA). However, grasses seem more susceptible to

increased UV-B radiation. Therefore, grass species may

cope with increased UV-B radiation by increasing the epi-

dermal pigments concentration, or by avoidance of ele-

vated UV-B radiation seasons.

When we examined the effect of sustained increased

UV-B radiation versus similar single doses (Fig. 4), we

observed that at least from the DNA damage – repair per-

spective, sustained increased UV-B radiation doses were

more detrimental to the leaf area than single extreme

doses. A 30-fold UV-B radiation dose for a single day

caused sufficient DNA lesions to induce partial leaf cell

apoptosis, though the leaf seems to recover shortly. The

same dose spread for 2 and 3 days had little to no effect.

Again, the model does not account for other cellular

damage that might trigger instantaneous apoptosis.

When we simulated leaves growing at different months

of the growing season (Fig. 5), we observed that ambient

UV-B radiation did not have an effect on the final leaf

area. It confirms that the timing of leaf growth is con-

trolled by other mechanisms rather than UV-B radiation.

But under elevated UV-B radiation, leaves growing in the

beginning of the growing season have the least damage.

Simulations on the effect of temperature (Fig. 6)

showed that the plants were highly vulnerable to the com-

bination of low temperature and increased UV-B radia-

tion. Our model results agree with previous results (Li

et al. 1993; Takeuchi et al. 1996; Waterworth et al. 2002).

However, it is possible that supplemental epidermal pig-

ments induced by low-temperature environment (Bilger

et al. 2007) can successfully complement the diminished

repair capacity of cold climate plants.

The duration of the leaf growth appeared to be a factor

in the final leaf size (Fig. 7). Increased UV-B radiation

has to have the least effect on fast-growing plants and the

highest effect on slow-growing plants. Therefore, our

model predicts that the total UV-B radiation dose during

the growing time is the most important factor in the final

leaf area.

Improved model predictability can be achieved if some

of the model parameters would be estimated for specific

species. We recognize that some of the parameters were

estimated from maybe dated research, research consider-

ing some unrealistic conditions, and research performed

on a limited number of plant species, or many times not

duplicated. Acknowledging that these estimates might

hinder the predictive power of the model, they were

Figure 6. The effect of temperature leaf growth: relative leaf area

for leaves under ambient temperatures (solid line), low temperatures:

ambient temperatures �10°C (long dash), and high temperatures:

ambient temperatures +10°C (medium dash), under ambient UV-B

and double UV-B. The simulations were performed for plants growing

in May, with average rates of CPD repairs and equal epidermal

absorptance across UV-B radiation wavelengths.

Figure 7. The effect of the duration of leaf growth: relative leaf area

for fast-growing leaves: 7 days (solid line), medium growing leaves:

15 days (long dash), and slow-growing leaves: 30 days (medium

dash), under ambient UV-B and double UV-B. The simulations were

performed for plants growing in May, with average rates of CPD

repairs and equal epidermal absorptance across UV-B radiation

wavelengths.
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considered acceptable (for the purpose of the model), at

least until better alternatives are available. Also, the non-

inclusion of the enhanced UV-B radiation photomorpho-

genic effects on plant growth and development may have

affected the predictive power of the model. Improvements

in the model can only be considered when the quantita-

tive relationship between UV-B radiation dose and pho-

tomorphogenic responses is better understood. The

inclusion of such responses in the model, together with

species-specific quantification of UV-B radiation-depen-

dent epidermal absorptance, will allow us to separate and

rank the relative importance of those mechanisms in the

plant responses to increased UV-B radiation. While we

reserve the right to revisit the model in the future, we

believe that it is essential to present the model at this

stage, despite its shortcomings. First, while the magnitude

of effects of UV-B radiation proposed by the results of

the model might not be precise, we believe that the direc-

tion of the effects and their causes are essentially correct.

Second, the model shows the strengths and weaknesses of

our understanding of the effects of UV-B radiation in

plants.

To name few of those: first, although the epidermal

UV-B radiation absorptance is a very important factor in

the dynamics of the model, the range of values inferred

from the literature was too wide and extrapolation of

rates from one range of UV-B doses to a different one is

problematic. Second, the conversion factor of the UV-B

radiation reaching the DNA in the number of CPDs

induced in DNA was estimated through the model cali-

bration processes, from a wide range produced by the lit-

erature. Third, while the literature presents a wide array

of studies of the photorepair and dark CPD repair rates,

most of those studies refer only to rice species and did

not offer enough information to detail the Michaelis-

Menten enzyme-driven repair models parameters. These

parameters are critical in estimating the dynamics of

induction and repair of DNA photoproducts and deter-

minant to the associated cell division and leaf expansion

processes. Finally, the quantification of the relationship

between UV-B radiation dose and photomorphogenic

responses is essential for a complete and predictive

model.

Conclusions

This is the first (but probably not the last) mathematical

model to integrate the effects of increased UV-B radiation

through leaf epidermis, DNA, and leaf growth and devel-

opment. We intend to revisit the model as more data

becomes available. Enhanced UV-B radiation-induced

DNA damage significantly delayed cell division until the

injury is repaired, resulting in significant reductions in

leaf growth and development. A review of the relevant lit-

erature showed a wide range of values for the key param-

eters. Moreover, certain parameter values were inferred

only from the calibration process. However, our model

allowed the testing of a variety of questions that were dif-

ficult to approach through experimental research. More-

over, the model predicts that the total UV-B radiation

dose reaching the DNA during the growing time may be

an important factor in the final leaf area.
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